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I tried writing code in python and then switched to excel. I can get the file into excel, but it's not formatted as it should be with the text in the following places: There is a linebreak before "My Account:" and after "Your Account". There is text in the header, but it's not formatted correctly. There is a linebreak after "12" and before "Years". I have created a new workbook, placed the file in the same
folder as a template, and set the file type as "Rich Text". Using that template file, I am able to manually format each section of text in each of the places I mentioned. The code I am currently using is: import openpyxl wb = openpyxl.load_workbook('junk.xlsx') sheet = wb.get_sheet_by_name('My Account') sheet.autofilter() for row in range(1,sheet.max_row): print sheet['A' + row].value I have this
code for each place I'm having trouble formatting the text. Is there a better way to go about this? I'm having trouble formatting this manually as I have to get the information into a table and format it in Excel instead of directly within Excel. A: You should be able to convert the file to.xlsx and then use openpyxl to access the.xlsx file. If you already have the file in.xlsx then using xlrd / openpyxl to do

the conversion should be enough. It's also possible to do the conversion yourself but if you're doing lots of tables this can be a big overhead. import os os.system('rmdir C:\temp\xlsx\_tmp') for file in os.listdir('C:\Temp\xlsx\_tmp'): if not file.endswith(".xlsx"): os.system('rmdir C:\Temp\xlsx\_tmp\' + file) import openpyxl wb = openpyxl.load_workbook('junk.xlsx') wb.keep_vba = False sheet =
wb.get_sheet_by_
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